
From: Adelina Bellisario
To: Adelina Bellisario
Subject: FW: [External] 9929 Keele Street Proposed Construction- Grande Cheese & Plaza
Date: December-08-21 10:42:55 AM

From: Angy Massarella Sanci > 
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2021 5:48 PM
To: Council@vaughan.ca; Clerks@vaughan.ca
Cc: Marilyn Iafrate <Marilyn.Iafrate@vaughan.ca>
Subject: [External] 9929 Keele Street Proposed Construction- Grande Cheese & Plaza

Hello
I am writing to express my concern over the proposed application to demolish the existing structures
and construct a rporposed 5 story commercial residential building exceeding 15.5 meters in height.
I would like to strongly urge you to deny this request based on the unbelievable height of this
structure. 
I live on Oakdale Road and I have had to endure the erection of monster residential buildings in
my background which have destroyed my line of view and my enjoyment of our outdoor space.
When the developments behind my home started,  I sent many emails to city hall and council
pleading to redirect the builders' efforts into more pleasing erections with consideration to the
existing home owners who had the pleasure of luscious greenery and mature thousand year old
trees as their view.
All those pleas landed on deaf ears and the monster  dwellings were erected with the promise of
planting mature trees to compensate for the lush surroundings they destroyed. It is laughable what
they consider mature trees.
So I am pleading once again to deny this request to erect another monster dwelling  in place on this
pleasing retail plaza. All in the effort to gain more revenue per square footage, Vaughan is allowing
builders to continue to apply for variances to existing by-laws to allow for unpleasant and ugly
dwellings while upsetting the surrounding homeowners and their environment.
As I have expressed on numerous occasions I am so upset that Maple has succumbed to developers
who want to destroy the green environment of Maple in favor of brick and mortar buildings. This
community  has changed so much from when we moved here 30 years ago--and not for the better .Maple
used to be a quaint little town full of lush greenery  and heritage. It has become a grid locked grey
concrete full of monster dwellings which detract from the once beautiful town. 
 I am pleading once again to the council to  make the  residents and the families around Maple be the
priority.
Sincerely
A Massarella Sanci

Oakdale Road
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